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Abstract.




Capacity building is central to anticipatory governance and its three central functions: foresight, engagement, and integration (Barben, et al., 2008). What kind of capacities are built with integration? One of the aims of anticipatory governance, through integration, is to make individual decisions of innovation more socially robust. This implies minimally two things: that decision-making is more widely distributed among stakeholders (a goal shared with engagement), and that more considerations are involved in the decisions that those inherent to the decision (a goal shared with foresight).

At an organizational level, integration seeks to promote dialogue and interaction between innovation actors that do not have organizational incentives to interact. For instance, under a socio-technical integration project, humanists are embedded in laboratories to ignite well-structured discussions with biologists about the implications of their research beyond the merely technical (Fisher and Mahajan, 2006). In the same vein, organizational integration could take place by adding ethicists to the staff of congressional committees, including sociologists in agency advisory committees, enlisting anthropologists in venture capital firms, or having natural scientists participate in the study of the politics of science or the bureaucracy of innovation.

Anticipatory integration is more than bringing communities into dialogue; integration is the creation of sites where the different logics that govern the innovation process can coexist and complement each other. In the example above, socio-technical integration in the laboratory combines curiosity and purposefulness.

The “logics” of the innovation process are generally ascribed to the “tasks” of innovation, traditionally understood as research, development, commercialization, and more recently, reflexivity too.† In despite of the history of iteration, interaction, and even simultaneity of these tasks, it remains common in some quarters—particularly policy makers, administrators of research organizations, and scientists—to insist that they are separated and that they operate under different logics. An stylistic representation of these logics would have research governed by curiosity and the prospects of priority of discovery, development structured by technical possibilities of application and scale, commercialization organized by the prospects of profit, and reflexivity guided by the critical understanding of the broader implications of innovation. That this division of labor has been refuted and falsified does not imply that it has not served, flawed as it is, to organize and coordinate resources in the innovation system. Hence, whenever a group involved in innovation characterizes its work under this task-typology and the respective logic, the integration of logics can indeed be effected.

Connecting the disjointed actors of innovation is an effective way to create integrative sites. Another way is to configure the institutions of innovation to promote, maintain, and regulate those sites. Institutional integration consists of configuring structures within which an innovation task (or various tasks) can no longer be performed as though a single logic would command it (see def. of “tasks” below). A good example is the Bayh-Dole Act of 1980. While university patenting was increasingly common in the 1970s, this statute sanctioned the ability of universities to take title to public patents and thus benefit financially from licensing these patents. This institution mixed the logics attending research and commercialization in the work of university scientists. Another example is the National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI) that allocating resources for reflexivity created voice in the innovation community that insist in discussing about broader societal implications of the emergence of nanotechnology. As a result, scientists, policy makers, agency regulators and businessmen must consider these new voices in their deliberations.

I will illustrate these concepts by showing how Bayh-Dole serves an integrative function. Tracing the institutional history of this policy, I show how it blurred the boundary between the traditional “tasks” and “logics” of innovation. I draw for this discussion from the ample literature on the commercialization of science. I add here however a new dimension that has received much less attention: the distributive character of this policy. I focus my attention on the allocation of resources in the implementers of Bayh-Dole, the universities.

This analysis will reveal the positive aspects as well as the drawbacks of Bayh-Dole from the perspective that integration seeks to create socially robust innovation. I will conclude my analysis suggesting possible reforms to enhance Bayh-Dole’s integrative quality and the broader implications of this analysis for anticipatory governance.





